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Movie night invitation card

❤️ Please sign up as &amp; share our videos with ❤️ Thank you! ❤️ PAID CONTENT This content was not created or produced by the editorial board of The Foundry @ Meredith Corp. Parents. this link links to an external Web site that may not meet accessibility guidelines. When AP art history teacher Kayla Hernds decided to throw weekly movie nights, Hernds planned to attend everyone. What else can
you do? You're just at home, online, the 17-year-old told Insider. So when Hernds checked into Zoom for the first time, he expected to be welcomed by many of his 32 classmates. Instead, it's just him and his teacher, Richard Heilemann. As the minutes passed, another student joined in. Finally, another classmate checked in halfway through the film. Shocked by the low turnout, Hernds filmed and posted
part of the event with TikTok to share her disappointment. His video quickly reached 13 million views and resonated with an audience of students and educators grappling with the challenges of virtual learning. In response to the video, Hernds has spent the past few weeks designing a movie night for anyone to join, and it's already gotten decent traction. Only three of the 32 students joining the first
Monday moviehernds high school, South El Monte High School, in California, have a virtual, quarterly schedule. So Hernds and his 31 AP art history classmates started the year together. In mid-October, their class was paused for two months. Heilemann told Insider that he was looking for a way to keep students in touch, so he decided to direct an art-themed film night every Monday. Called Monday film, at
4:30 p.m. students can watch movies like The Agony and Ecstacy and Girl with a Pearl Earring, together. For the past 16 years teaching has taught Heilemann not to get his hopes up, he said. So he wasn't surprised or disappointed when only three students joined the first. I try to make my expectations really mild, Heilemann told Insider. I know they make so many demands with their time. Hernds, on the
other hand, was very disappointed when he was the only student to join, she said. He's so sweet. It's so positive. It doesn't even seem to bother him, he said. It bothers me because he's so nice. I don't know why other people don't come. The high school student posted a video from the movie night in TikTok, where she gained 13 million views as Hernds said she decided to upload the video to highlight the
challenges teachers face in virtual learning. I wanted them to know that teachers are very important, he said. When they try to support you, you have to support them. Hernds said he was shocked that millions of people watched and loved the video. Hernds sent Heilemann an email sharing the virus TikTok. The subject was Movie Night famous. Heilemann said it was hard his mind. mind. just how many
people watched the video. It's just a few seconds of a poignant glimpse into how education feels now: remote, he said. The viral video that led Hernds to start a weekly watch party where people from around the world can join The comments from TikTok sparked an idea: that Monday film is available to all. On the second film night, Hernds began a Feud conversation that anyone could join. She estimated
that 400 to 500 people sporadically hopped in and out of the conversation as she watched Girl with pearl earrings. Both Hernds and Heilemann told Insider that it would be a positive memory they wouldn't forget about Hernds, and said they still found the best format for the filmmaker's host. Whether worldwide movie nights take off or not, Heilemann said he's just glad several of his students joined Monday
Movies.Last week, six people joined the Zoom video call - twice as many at first. He added that he would remember this year as the year that Kayla made Monday's movie famous. Hernds, likewise, won't forget that. I'm very happy, Hernds said. I know my teacher will probably remember this for the rest of his life, and I'll probably remember that for the rest of my life. It made me happy to make an impact. If
you are a teacher, student or parent who wants to share your story about what it's like to go back to school now, contact mhumphries@insider.com. This site is not available in your country ❤️ Please sign up as &amp; Share our videos ❤️ Thank you! ❤️ Photo by Jillian Mitchell You've finalized the text on your wedding invitation, but you'll need a lot more information for guests to join you for your big day.
What exactly should you do to get your wedding wardrobes, ie the wedding invitation details card? We asked our experts to help break down the most common coverings or inserts in the wedding invitation – as well as how you can combine them by post! Follow our comprehensive guide on what to do with your wedding details card. Jiaqi Zhou / Brides If you are in the ceremony and betting on the same
site, skip this. Simply enter the ceremony location and then include a Reception to follow or Dinner and Dance to follow at the bottom of the invitation. However, if the reception is in another location, the reception card will let guests know where to go, how to get there and when to arrive. If there's room, you can add this information to the invitation. Almost every wedding invitation comes with an RSVP card.
These cards include the response deadline, the place for invitees to reveal their names, and indicate whether they will participate or not, and sometimes note that they choose to eat. The card must be accompanied by a self-addressed and sealed envelope for easy mailing, or it may be and recipient postcard (which saves paper on the There may be some poorly handwritten guests, or who forget to put their
name on the RSVP card, so consider numbering the cards lightly with a pencil on the back, so cross-reference the number and guest number on the list when the answers arrive. Most dress codes (black tie, cocktail dress, etc.) fit neatly into the lower right corner of the invitation. But if the choice of dress code is very specific, or requires an explanation (ie rustic elegance, or if you ask guests to all wear
black and white), an attire card will give you space to share the details. You can also include this information on the wedding website if you have one. Whether you recommend hotels or want to list a room block, a deposit containing the names, addresses and contact details of each hotel (as well as the room block code, if any) is a gracious addition for guests outside the city. Guests will know on the card if
they have already arranged the evening transfer. Of course, you can post this all on the wedding website as well! If you're planning multiple events for the weekend, such as welcome drinks and morning after brunch, put dates, times and places (as well as dress code if necessary) on this card so guests know when to be in town. If guests aren't invited to each event, print cards for each event and put the
appropriate cards in each guest's invitation cover — or send invitations to things like a rehearsal dinner. This information also lives on the wedding website. If you have a wedding website set up, this is one of the cards you don't want to miss. Share your site's URL to learn more about accommodations, dress code, and weekend activities — and maybe even respond online. If you want to save print and
postage, consider a insert that directs guests to the site (including the password if necessary). Then skip the cards #3-5 and bring everything online. If there's room on the invitation, add a line at the bottom that reads: For more information, visit [URL here] to send guests to your site without additional cards. Summer is officially here, and that means it's time to break out the barbecue and light the fire pit. If
you really aim to impress your friends and family and take your cookout to the next level, but you can always create a home theater right in your garden. With projectors getting cheaper and movies becoming more accessible than ever before, this is the ideal time to make a backyard movie in the evening. If this sounds like the perfect way to spend the weekend, here's all you need to turn your garden into
the ultimate outdoor venue. Read more The projector Needless to say, if you want to watch movies, you will need something to actually create the image. And while the outdoor certainly getting better - Samsung just entered the skirmish, after all - we still recommend sticking to a tried and true true That said, which model is best for you depends on your situation and how vivid you want your image to be. If
you're close to your house and don't mind running some extension cables, you can probably choose a traditional home theater projector such as optoma UHD50. Optoma's offer boasts incredible color accuracy, simple setup and budget-friendly pricing. If you don't want to deal with cables, it's important to get a solid portable projector with good battery life. It's easy to go cheap on a portable projector, but if
you want a solid image quality, you will want to find something better. LG PF50KA is recommended for built-in Smart TV software, robust connectivity options and HD resolution. For a smaller option, you can locate one of the best pocket projectors. For the compact and functional thing, we recommend Anker Nebula Capsule II. It has built-in Android TV, solid image quality, and built-in talkers that whack the
competition out of the water. The projector screen If you have a projector, you will need a surface to throw the image. The first instincts may be to project the image on the side of the house, and while this may work, doing so will likely distort the image unless the surface is flat. The best option is to purchase a projector screen that is usually portable and requires a few steps to set up. For maximum outdoor
viewing experience, the Gemmy 39121-32 Airblown Movie Screen is the ideal choice. The hotel offers a cinematic experience outdoors and crashes for easy storage. It's durable and weatherproof. Picture speakers While projectors often contain speakers, they are usually quite underwhelming and not enough for a backyard movie at night. If you want the best audio experience, you might want to add some
additional speakers. Fortunately, there are some viable options to consider. If you're looking for something simple and relatively budget-friendly, the soundbar isn't a bad way to go, as they can significantly improve your sound quality without having to put a lot of space. We recommend yamaha YAS-209, which offers robust sound, multiple sound modes and built-in Alexa. If you don't want to deal with
cables, portable Bluetooth speakers are a great alternative. Their sound quality has improved significantly over the years, and now sounds just as good for the average listener as traditional, dedicated settings. Which you will need ultimately depends on how many people are listening, however, and how loud the speaker should be. As far as Bluetooth speakers go, we recommend the Ultimate Ears
Megaboom 3. Thanks to its 360-degree sound, powerful, and ability to pair additional Megaboom devices, the 3 deliver quality sound that is more than enough for a backyard movie at night. The right streaming device If your projector doesn't have built-in streaming solutions, you'll need a device to stream the content you want. The laptop is a simple solution, it's neither elegant nor comfortable. The better
strategy is to buy one of the best streaming devices available. Nvidia Shield is an excellent option for Android TV; However, you can also use Chromecast and just mirror programming from your phone. If you're an Apple user, you can still use Chromecast devices. We recommend Apple TV for the most comfortable experience— as well as access to your Apple TV library. A Wi-Fi extender If you want to
stream a movie on Netflix or Hulu in your garden, you'll need it online. However, Wi-Fi may not stretch beyond the walls of the house. An obvious solution might be to use your phone's LTE, and although that might sound appealing given how cliché unlimited data plans have become, video streaming over LTE usually caps at 480p or 720p, which isn't ideal when it's planning on exploding a picture on a 110-
inch screen. Therefore, the best option is a dedicated Wi-Fi extender. It allows you to use your home's Wi-Fi network, ensuring access to better video quality and ensuring that you don't have to rely on your phone, which dies midway through the movie. As far as Wi-Fi extenders go, we recommend the TP-Link AC2600. It can expand wi-fi coverage to 14,000 feet, which is more than enough to cover your
garden. It also has a built-in high-speed mode that favors a stable connection. This means you don't have to worry about buffering or quality loss during streaming. Conclusion There are plenty of other things to think about when designing your outdoor home theater. If you plan to get people through, you need to think about snacks, seating, and how weatherproof the event is. To make the show happen,
although the above products are the bare minimum you will need. Editors' recommendations
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